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inferred reference noise pattern, a unique stochastic charac
teristic of all common digital imaging sensors, including
CCD, CMOS (FoveonTM X3), and JFET. The measured or
inferred noise pattern of tWo images may be extracted and
then cross correlated, With a high correlation being consistent
With a common imager. Various preprocessing techniques
may be used to improve tolerance to various types of image
transform. It is also possible to perform the analysis Without

explicit separation of inferred image and inferred noise.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
IDENTIFYING AN IMAGING DEVICE

tions of this method. Moreover, because the dark current is a

relatively weak signal, the reliability of camera identi?cation
based on dark current is limited.

Thus there is a need to identify reliably the imaging device
that acquired a particular electronic image with apparatus and

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

method that do not suffer from the drawbacks of the prior art.

This invention was made with Government support under

Contract F30602-02-2-0093 awarded by the Air Force. The
Government has certain rights in this invention.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention pertains to identifying an electronic image

In the same manner that bullet scratches allow forensic
analysts to match a bullet to a particular gun barrel with

sensor (e.g., a CCD or CMOS sensor) from an electronic

reliability high enough to be accepted as legal evidence, the

image (i.e., deciding which digital camera or other image
capture device acquired a given electronic image).

digital equivalent of bullet scratches should allow us to reli
ably match an electronic image to a sensor. The present inven
tion uses the sensor’s pattern noise to reliably identify the
device that acquired an image. The present invention can

A practical and important problem in digital forensics
today is to identify reliably the imaging device that acquired
a particular electronic image or representation thereof. Tech
niques to authenticate an electronic image are especially
important in court. For example, identifying the source device
could establish the origin of images presented as evidence. In
a prosecution for child pornography, for example, one could

identify the device even from processed images.
The object of the present invention is a simple, reliable, and
20

between sensors from two cameras of the same make and

model.

prove that certain imagery was obtained with a speci?c cam
era and is thus not an image generated by a computer. As

Brie?y stated, a new technique for identifying from images

electronic images and digital video replace their analog coun
terparts, the importance of reliable, inexpensive, and fast
identi?cation of the origin of a particular electronic image
will only increase.
All prior approaches to identifying the device that acquired

25

a particular image have signi?cant limitations and/ or limited

30

a camera, or other imaging device such as a scanner, is based

on the device’s reference noise pattern, a unique stochastic
characteristic of all common digital imaging sensors, includ

ing CCD, CMOS (FoveonTM X3), and JFET. First, one deter
mines from images the sensor’s reference pattern noise,

reliability. The simplest approach is to inspect the image’s
electronic ?le itself for header information, JPEG quantiza
tion matrices, etc. However, this information can be easily
modi?ed by an attacker, or it may be lost during processing of
the image. Another family of approaches either inserts an
authentication watermark (Blythe, P. and Fridrich, 1.: “Secure

robust way to identify an image acquisition device, a way that
works even for processed images and that can distinguish

which uniquely identi?es each sensor. To identify the sensor
from a given image, the presence or absence of the reference

pattern noise in the image under examination is established
using a correlation detector or other means.
35

According to an embodiment of the invention, a method for
identifying at least one electronic image sensor from at least

one electronic image comprises the steps of: determining

Digital Camera,” Digital Forensic Research Workshop, Bal

from the at least one electronic image sensor a reference noise

timore, Aug. 11-13, 2004) into the image or computes an
image hash (Canon Data Veri?cation Kit DVK-E2, described
at
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0401/

pattern; searching the at least one electronic image for the
reference noise pattern; and identifying presence or absence
40

of the reference noise pattern in the at least one electronic

04012903canondvke2.asp) from the device. Obviously, only

image, whereby presence of the reference noise pattern iden

images produced by a very limited number of devices can be
authenticated this way.
Local pixel defects have also been previously used to iden

ti?es the at least one electronic image sensor as having

tify a particular device (Geradts, Z., Bijhold, 1., Kieft, M.,
Kurosawa, K., Kuroki, K., and Saitoh, N., “Methods for Iden
ti?cation of Images Acquired with Digital Cameras,” Proc. of
SPIE, Enabling TechnologiesforLawEnforcement and Secu
rity, vol. 4232, pp. 505-512, February 2001). However, there

acquired the at least one electronic image.
According to a feature of the invention, apparatus for iden
45

tifying at least one electronic image sensor, e.g., two or more

electronic image sensors, from at least one electronic image
comprises: means for determining a reference noise pattern
from the at least one electronic image sensor; means for

searching the at least one electronic image for the reference

are cameras without pixel defects and cameras that remove 50 noise pattern; means for identifying presence or absence of

pixel defects during post-processing of their images. Addi

the reference noise pattern in the at least one electronic image,
whereby presence of the reference noise pattern identi?es the

tionally, pixel defects might not be observable in every scene.
This approach is not likely to be applicable to scanners either.

Another proposed prior-art method is classi?cation by fea
ture (KharraZi, M., Sencar, H. T., and Memon, N.: “Blind
Source Camera Identi?cation,” Proc. ICIP '04, Singapore,
Oct. 24-27, 2004). This method is less practical, since it
requires a large number of images for training the classi?er.

55

image is searched for the respective reference noise patterns;
and a presence or absence of the respective reference noise

patterns is identi?ed in the electronic image, such that the set

Also, the reliability of this method may not rise to the stan

dard required for legal evidence.
Kurosawa’s approach (Kurosawa, K., Kuroki, K., and Sai

at least one electronic image sensor as having acquired the at
least one electronic image. In the case of multiple electronic
image sensors, a respective reference noise pattern is deter
mined for each of the electronic image sensors, an electronic

60

of digital imaging sensors which acquired the image pattern
can be identi?ed by the presence of the respective reference

toh, N.: “CCD Fingerprint MethodiIdenti?cation of aVideo

noise patterns.

Camera from Videotaped Images,” Proc of ICIP'99, Kobe,

According to another feature of the invention, a computer
readable storage medium embodying program instructions

Japan, pp. 537-540, October 1999) uses the dark current of
video-camera imaging sensors for the purpose of camera
identi?cation. The fact that the dark current can only be

extracted from dark frames severely limits practical applica

65

for a method of identifying an electronic image sensor from at

least one electronic image, the method comprising the steps
of: determining from the electronic image sensor a reference

US 7,616,237 B2
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noise pattern; searching the at least one electronic image for
the reference noise pattern; identifying presence or absence

transformation-induced artifacts are apparent, or testing to
see if the correlation betWeen images increases as a result of

of the reference noise pattern in the at least one electronic

the proposed transformation.

image, Whereby presence of the reference noise pattern iden

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

ti?es the electronic image sensor as having acquired the at
least one electronic image.
The present invention also provides a system and method
for determining Whether tWo or more images (or portions
thereof) are derived from the same electronic imager. In this

image and compared, for example by a cross-correlator, or

FIG. 1 is a How chart that illustrates the steps of the present
invention.
FIG. 2 shoWs a color ?lter array (CFA) based on the RGB
color model.
FIG. 3 shoWs the performance of the method of identi?ca
tion of the present invention.

one or more images analyZed Without ?rst extracting such an
inferred pattern. In either case, since the noise pattern is not a

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

case, an inferred noise pattern may be extracted from an

priori determined, the noise pattern extraction and/ or direct
correlation Will be imperfect, that is, Will not reach 1.0 even

The completely neW approach of the present invention to
identify an individual acquisition device from an image

under near ideal conditions. For example, When cross corre

lating tWo random images Which do not have a superimposed
noise pattern, the result Will be a ?nite cross correlation

makes use of a pattern noise from the imaging sensor (Holst,
20

Without statistical signi?cance, and this superposed image
Will reduce the maximum cross correlation achievable With

out preprocessing. HoWever, by preproces sing the images, for
example to retain adjacent pixel variations (presumably
attributable principally to imager noise) While eliminating
multi-pixel correlated patterns (presumably attributable to

25

the intended image), the correlation may more effectively be
associated With the noise pattern, and thus correspond to the
existence of a common imager and diminish the contribution

Referring to FIG. 1, the present invention shoWs Whether or
30

In analyZing the images, a number of characteristic noise
patterns may be deduced, for example, a photoresponse non
uniformity noise, a dark frame noise, and a White frame noise

are presented beloW at paragraphs 037-040. To detect a simi
35

an investigated image, We ?rst extract the noise from the
image. Methods for extracting noise from an image are
described beloW at paragraph 034. The extracted noise is then
correlated With the device’s reference pattern noise. The
numerical value of the correlation is then compared to the

40

same correlation for other cameras. The numerical values of
all correlations are then interpreted to reach a conclusion

tions from these presumptions are attributed to the reference

from analyZing the images intact, rather than preprocessing
them to extract an inferred noise and eliminate the image,

since the noise pattern is potentially dependent on the image.
It is also useful for the system and method to be tolerant of

a number of image post-processing techniques, including one

45

or more transformations, such as translation, rotation, isotro

tographed scene reaches a photo-responsive sensor, the light
passes through the camera lenses, through an antialiasing
50

(blurring) ?lter, and then through a color ?lter array (CFA).
The sensor converts photon counts to voltages, Which are

and method should be tolerant may include irreversible image
compression (e.g., JPEG or other DCT techniques, Wavelet

subsequently quantiZed in anA/ D converter. This digital sig

nal is interpolated (demosaiced) using color interpolation

compression, fractal/IFS compression, spatial frequency-se
lective ?ltering, Gaussian blurring, subsampling, and color

Whether or not a given device acquired the image under inves
tigation and/ or Which among a group of devices acquired the
image. A number of measures other than correlation can be
used to compare the image noise With the device’s reference
pattern; as discussed beloW at paragraphs 039-040.

In a typical digital camera, before the light from the pho

pic scaling, anisotropic scaling, color scale transformation,
and brightness transformation.
Likewise, more aggressive processing to Which the system

not a particular device acquired a given image. An approxi
mation to its pattern noise (the device’s reference pattern
noise) is obtained for each suspected device. Ways to do that
larity betWeen the reference pattern noise and the noise from

imposed on the imager may be analyZed based on presump
tions of smooth gradients and clean edges, such that devia

noise of the imager. Therefore, a particular advantage accrues

in the manufacturing of the imaging sensor and inhomogene
ities of silicon Wafers cause the pattern noise, Which is present
in all types of imaging sensors (CCD, CMOS, JFET) cur
rently in use. This pattern noise is automatically and neces
sarily superimposed on each image the sensor acquires, simi
lar to the process by Which a gun barrel imposes speci?c
scratches on a bullet ?red from it.

of other sources.

of the electronic imager. More generally, the presumed image

G. C., CCDArrays, Cameras, and Displays, 2'” edition (.ICD
Publishing & SPIE Press, USA, 1998)). Slight imperfections

55

algorithms (if the sensor uses a CFA). The digital signal is
then further processed for color correction and White-balance

space conversion. It is also useful for the system and method

adjustment. Additional processing includes ?ltering and

to permit processing of images having superposed noise, for

gamma correction to adjust for the linear response of the

example images Which are scanned or re-photographed. Like
Wise, if an image is intentionally ?ltered seeking to remove

ten to the camera memory device in a format selected by the

noise in general, or imager-induced noise in particular, using

imaging sensor. Finally, the resulting electronic image is Writ
60

such as J PEG compression.
The imaging sensor is a device that converts light into an

e.g., digital noise subtraction, the result may still have rem
nants of the original noise pattern Which may be discerned. In

general, alloWing the system and method to operate under
these conditions is a matter of using techniques Which com

prehend that the particular type of image alteration may have
occurred, and, for example, testing to see if characteristic

user. This step of Writing may require additional processing,

65

electrical signal. Currently, tWo types of sensors predomi
nate: CCD (charge-coupled devices) and CMOS (comple
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor sensors). CCDs domi
nate amateur cameras, and they also appear in semi
professional DSLRs. CMOS sensors appear either in loW-end

US 7,616,237 B2
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cameras, as in cell-phones, or in high-end DSLRs. Also on the
market are cameras that use JFET (Junction Field Effect

high-end consumer cameras automatically subtract the dark
frame, either every time the camera is turned on or When the
user activates this function.

Transistor) sensors (Nikon D2H and D2Hs professional

The dominant part of the pattern noise is the photoresponse
non-uniformity (PRNU) noise. It is caused mainly by non
uniforrnity of the pixels. The non-uniformity results from

DSLRs) or the FoveonTM X3 sensor (Sigma SD9 and SD10
semi-professional DSLRs); the later is also based on CMOS

technology.
To process the picture, the sensor is divided into minimal
addressable picture elements (pixels) that are very small.
Pixels collect photons and transform them into voltages. The

imperfections in the sensor; thus the pixels vary in their sen

sitivity to light. Refraction of the light from dust particles, on
optical surfaces, and in the sensor itself are loW frequency
signals that also contribute to PRNU noise. Because these

FoveonTM X3 sensor is the only sensor that is able to capture
all three basic colors at every pixel. All other sensors that use

polation algorithms exist for each CFA. The CFA assigns

loW-frequency patterns are likely to be time-dependent and
in?uenced by Zoom settings, the preferred embodiment of the
present invention uses only the high-medium spatial fre
quency portion of the PRNU noise caused by pixel non

each pixel its appropriate color to capture. There are many

uniformity.

CFA capture one basic color at each single pixel. The remain
ing colors must be interpolated. A number of different inter

types of CFAs; each is based on a different color model. FIG.

The linear response of sensors enables a simple correction

2 shoWs one common CFA based on the RGB color model.

of PRNU using a process called ?at-?elding (Holst, CCD

The pattern noise (also called “pixel noise” or “pixel non
uniformity”) is de?ned (ld.) as the component of noise that is
not reduced by frame averaging. TWo main components of
pattern noise are ?xed pattern noise and photo-response non
uniformity noise. Pattern noise may also include some arti
facts of processing, e.g., CFA interpolation artifacts. The
pattern noise does not change from image to image, and it
remains relatively stable over both the life-span of the sensor

Arrays, etc.; Janesick, J. R., Scientific Charge-Coupled
20

pose (Holst, CCD Arrays, etc.). Denoting the ?at-?elding
25

and a reasonable range of temperature conditions. Thus the
pattern noise can identify the device.
There are also random noise components in electronic

images that the imaging devices introduce, such as shot noise,
dark current shot noise, circuit noise, etc. (Holst, CCD

30

Arrays, etc.; Janesick, J. R., Scientific Charge-Coupled

era. Thus, in the present invention, it is the PRNU noise that
identi?es the device.
35

tors, and thus the techniques of their manufacture do not differ
signi?cantly. Therefore the pattern noise has similar proper
ties in all these sensors. Although Holst, CCD Arrays, etc.,
40

also experience both FPN and PRNU. As J FET sensors do not

45

meet their speci?cations; rather they come Within a given
tolerance. In fact, every pixel on the imaging sensor is a
semiconductor device With slightly different characteristics
50

The magnitude of the pattern noise is typically of the order of
several percent measured by photon transfer, and it varies for
different sensors.

denoised version, We Work With the difference signal Y-FO
(Y), an approximation to the pattern noise.
There are many image denoising ?lters. The purpose of the
denoising ?lter is to obtain an approximation to the pixel
non-uniformity noise and to remove the in?uence of the

55

image scene. For the preferred embodiment of the present
invention, a general-purpose denoising ?lter as described in

Mihcak M. K., KoZintsev, l., and Ramchandran, K., “Spa
tially adaptive statistical modeling of Wavelet image coe?i
cients and its application to denoising,” 6 Proc. IEEE Int.

current shot noise) and a sensor-speci?c part (FPN). The latter
is ?xed. The FPN is thus an additive noise that can be cor

differ signi?cantly from CMOSs, J FETs should behave simi
larly. Experiments With the CMOS-FoveonTM X3-based
Sigma SD9 con?rm the presence of pattern noise that sur
vives frame averaging and thus can identify the device.
To extract the noise from the image, the present invention
employs a denoising ?lter. Let’ s denote the ?lter F0. Denoting

byY and FO(Y) the spatial representation of the image and its

from the other pixels. The pattern noise is also in?uenced by

The part of the pattern noise caused by dark currents is
called the ?xed pattern noise (FPN). When no light falls on
the sensor, it should not collect any charge. HoWever, dark
currents cause electrons to accumulate in pixels, giving rise to
a charge. This charge consists of a random part (the dark

and J anesick, J. R., Scientific Charge-Coupled Devices, deal
mainly With CCDs, Holst notes (page 92) that CMOS sensors

sensor that does not exhibit a pattern noise. Semiconductor

the clock bias (Janesick, Scientific Charge-Coupled Devices).

Essentially all imaging sensors (Whether CCD, CMOS,
JFET, or CMOS-FoveonTM X3) are built from semiconduc

intensity betWeen individual pixels. This variation in intensity

devices (or microelectronic devices generally) never exactly

acquired, including the same focal length of the lens (To
properly eliminate even lens vignettage.). Fortunately, most
cameras do not ?at-?eld their images, because it is not simple
to achieve uniform illumination of the sensor inside the cam

International Society for Optical Engineering, January,

results partly from the random shot noise and partly from the
pattern noise, Which (as described in para. 027 above) is
approximately the same for each image. The imperfections in
sensor electronics causing pattern noise are introduced during
manufacturing. It is probably impossible to build an imaging

frame by F, the noise correction process (including the dark
frame subtraction) is expressed as Xe(X—D)/F. This pro
cessing must be done before any further nonlinear image
processing. As noted in Janesick, J. R.: Scientific Charge
Coupled Devices, the ?at-?elding frame F must be taken
under the same conditions as those in Which the image X Was

Devices, SPIE PRESS Monograph vol. PM83 (SPlEiThe
2001)). As these random components vary from image to
image, they are unsuitable for identifying a device.
Assume a scene that is lit absolutely evenly. The resulting
electronic image of that scene still exhibits small changes in

Devices), in Which the image is divided by a normaliZed
reference pattern extracted from a uniformly lit scene. Simple
images of uniform blue sky should be suf?cient for this pur

60

Conf Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (Phoenix,

rected for by subtracting dark frame (“Dark Frame Subtrac

AriZ., March 1999), 3253-3256, is appropriate. This ?lter

tion,” Qimage help, http://WWW.ddisoftWare.com/qimage/

extracts from the image a Gaussian noise With knoWn vari

qimagehlp/dark.htm), a reference frame usually obtained by
averaging dark images (lenses covered) obtained With a simi

assumption that, in the Wavelet domain, the image and the

lar shutter speed and at a similar temperature as the scene

image. Denoting the raW scene image as X and the dark frame
as D, the FPN correction becomes X+X—D. Some middle to

ance 02 (an input parameter to the ?lter), based on the
65

noise form an additive mixture of a non-stationary Gaussian

signal and a stationary Gaussian signal With a knoWn variance
0. Experiments shoW that identifying the device that acquired

US 7,616,237 B2
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a given image With the present invention is not very sensitive
to the ?lter parameter (I, as long as o>1. The value 0:5 gives
the best overall performance across all devices.
In other embodiments of the present invention, common
denoising ?lters, such as a median ?lter, can be used, but their
performance is likely to be Worse.

e.g., the Neyman-Pearson approach (Hoel, P. G., Port, S. C.,
and Stone, C. J. “Testing Hypotheses,” Chapter 3 in Introduc
tion to Statistical Theory (NY, Houghton Mif?in, 1971), pp.
56-67), may be used to calculate thresholds that give required
false alarm rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR).
The technique of the present invention is easy to imple
ment, Works for every digital imaging sensor, and is very

As suggested inparagraph 023 above, the imaging device’ s

robust to degradation of the image by, e.g., lossy (usually

reference pattern noise can be obtained in several different
Ways. Some of these Ways require that the device be available.

JPEG) compression, common image processing, doWn sam
pling (resiZing), or any combination of them. Resampling
must be corrected for because it desynchroniZes the device
reference pattern noise from the image noise.
FIG. 3 illustrates the performance of the technique of iden

In the preferred embodiment, the noise is extracted from
multiple images With the denoising ?lter to eliminate the
in?uence of the scenes imaged and the random noise in the
output of the denoising ?lter. The more images that are used,
the more accurate the approximation P'C to the reference

ti?cation of the present invention. Given a set of loW-resolu

tion 1600x1200 J PEG images, including loW quality JPEGs,

pattern noise PC of camera C becomes (as shoWn by Holst,
CCDArrays, etc., only the pattern noise survives frame aver

the task Was to determine the digital camera that acquired the

aging), thus enabling a more reliable identi?cation. We rec

images from among six (6) different cameras (one each of

ommend using about 300 images of natural scenes if they are
available. About 50 images is the recommended minimum for
reliable results. Note that this embodiment does not require

C3 03 0). The reference pattern for each camera Was computed

Canon A10, G2, and S40, tWo Olympus C765, and Olympus
20

the device to be available4only images from the device,

TIFF images for Canon G2 and S40, 1280x960 JPEG images
for Canon A10, 2288x1712 TIFF images for Olympus C765,

either raW or compressed, are necessary. Averaging the

approximated pattern noise from the images yields the
device’s reference pattern noise. This embodiment is appli
cable to all cameras and other devices that acquire images,

and 2048x1536 JPEG images for Olympus C3030).
25

such as video-cameras and scanners.

A second embodiment of the present invention for calcu
lating the reference pattern noise uses dark frame subtraction

and ?at ?elding (Holst, CCDArrays, etc., and Janesick, J. R.,
Scienti?c Charge-Coupled Devices). Both actions must be

30

camera.

Reliable identi?cation is possible even from images that
Were resampled, JPEG-compressed, and then gamma-cor

if they do, the image under inspection Will most likely be
available only as JPEG or some other raster format, such as 35

TIFF.
Other embodiments of the present invention exist to obtain
the device’s reference pattern. For example, one can extract

rected. HoWever, geometrical transformations of images,
such as rotation, cropping, resiZing, continuous digital Zoom,
or ?sh-eye lens processing are major complications for the
technique of the present invention, as it obviously requires
proper synchronization betWeen the image noise and the

the noise from a single blue-sky image to obtain the device
40

device reference pattern noise. These transformations cause

desynchroniZation, so they must be corrected for prior to
calculating the correlation. Such correction may require a
search or applying methods to detect resampling, similar to
the approaches described in Popescu, A. C. and Farid H.,

to Worsen signi?cantly.

Generally, any mathematical tool that can measure (or

estimate) the closeness betWeen the device’s reference pat
tern and the image noise can determine Whether the image
noise is compatible With a given imaging device reference
pattern. Correlation determines hoW much the image noise is
compatible With a given imaging device reference pattern.
The correlation p C betWeen the image noise Y—F0(Y) and the
approximation to the device’s reference noise pattern P'C is
calculated according to the folloWing formula:

From each tested image, the noise Was extracted With the
denoising ?lter described above in paragraph 035. To com
pute the correlation, the noise Was bilinearly upsampled to the
dimensions of each reference pattern. The correlation values
for each image are plotted in FIG. 3. Examination of the ?gure
shoWs that, according to the highest value of p C, the Canon
G2 camera Was alWays correctly identi?ed as the source

performed on the raW sensor data before demosaicing and
other in-camera processing. Most consumer cameras, hoW
ever, do not provide an option to output this raW data and, even

reference pattern. In this embodiment, performance is likely

by noise averaging using approximately 300 full-camera
resolution images of the highest possible quality (2272x1704
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“Statistical Tools for Digital Forensic,” in J. Fridrich (ed.),
3200 6th International Workshop on Information Hiding,
LNCS, 128-147 (Springer-Verlag, 2004); Popescu A. C. and

Farid H., “Exposing Digital Forgeries in Color Filter Array
50

Interpolated Images,” IEEE Transactions on Signal Process
ing, 2005 (in press), the disclosures of Which are hereby

incorporated by reference.
Another important question is Whether the technique of the

PAY) =

present invention can be fooled by an attacker and, if so, hoW

(1)
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easily. While a simple denoising of the image With a denois
ing ?lter is not enough to remove the pattern noise, it is knoWn

from robust Watermarking (Cox, 1., Miller, M. L., and Bloom,
J. A., Digital Watermarking (San Francisco, Morgan Kauf
mann, 2001) that an attacker Who knoWs the Watermark is

Where E{x} stands for the mean value of x and
for the L2
norm (or the square root of the sum of the squares) of x. The
value is then compared to the average correlation E obtained
for images taken by the same device under the same or similar

conditions. When examining other imaging devices, the cor
relation is computed for each reference noise pattern. The
highest correlation value p—'c determines the device that
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capable of removing it or planting it in a different image (the
Watermark copy attack; see Kutter, M., Voloshynovskiy, S.,
and Herrigel, A., “The Watermark Copy Attack,” 3971 Proc.

SPIEElectronic Imaging, Security and Watermarking ofMul
timedia Content H, 371-380, San Jose, Calif., 2000).
Malicious manipulation that Will fool the identi?cation
65

algorithm is, indeed, possible if the attacker possesses enough

acquired the imageY. Furthermore, statistical analysis of the

skill in signal processing. In fact, any identi?cation method

experimental data together With optimal decision-making,

one can devise can be compromised by a suf?ciently sophis

US 7,616,237 B2
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ticated opponent. This problem does not, however, diminish
the importance of the present invention. Despite the fact that

able to a common imager, and an output for presenting an

indication of that determined consistency.
12. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein the pro

it is certainly possible to forge mechanical scratches on a

bullet, this analog identi?cation technique is Widely used in

cessor processes the digital images to infer a photoresponse

court.

non-uniformity noise of the electronic imager.
13. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said

A test of the invention on nine (9) different digital cameras,
including tWo of exactly the same model and one With CMOS

processor processes the digital images to infer a dark frame

noise of the electronic imager.
14. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said

sensor, correctly matched each of several thousand images to
the correct camera Without a single misclassi?cation.

What is claimed is:

processor processes the digital images to infer a White frame

1. A non-intrusive method for determining Whether digital
images are derived from the same electronic imager, compris
ing the steps of analyzing at least tWo-electronic images to

noise of the electronic imager.
15. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said
processor correlates parameters presumed to be related to the

determine Whether an intrinsic imager noise pattern repre
sented therein is consistent With an intrinsic imager noise

intrinsic imager noise pattern of at least tWo images as an

pattern attributable to a common imager for the at least tWo

indication of consistency of common digital imager.
16. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said

digital images, and outputting an indicia of that determined

processor processes at least one digital image using at least

consistency.

one transformation selected from the group consisting of a

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein said analyZing step
infers a photoresponse non-uniformity noise of the electronic

translation, a rotation, an isotropic scaling, an anisotropic
scaling, a color scale transformation, and a brightness trans
formation.
17. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said

20

imager.
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein said analyZing step
infers a dark frame noise of the electronic imager.

processor employs an algorithm tolerant to at least one image
transformation selected from the group consisting of irrevers

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein said analyZing step
infers a White frame noise of the electronic imager.

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein consistency is deter
mined by correlating parameters of at least tWo images pre
sumed to be related to the intrinsic imager noise pattern.
6. The method of claim 1, Wherein said analyZing step
comprises performing at least one transformation selected
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ible image compression, spatial frequency-selective ?ltering,
Gaussian blurring, subsampling, colorspace conversion,
superimposition of noise from a source other than the elec

tronic imager, and subtotal digital noise subtraction.
18. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein said
30

processor extracts an inferred noise from a plurality of elec

from the group consisting of a translation, a rotation, an

tronic images derived from a common digital imager.

isotropic scaling, an anisotropic scaling, a color scale trans
formation, and a brightness transformation.
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein said analyZing step is

cessor separates an inferred noise pattern from an inferred

tolerant to a processing of at least one digital image selected

19. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein the pro
35

image pattern, and compares the inferred noise pattern With a
second inferred noise pattern or measured intrinsic imager

from the group consisting of irreversible image compression,

noise pattern to determine a consistency With a common

spatial frequency-selective ?ltering, Gaussian blurring, sub
sampling, colorspace conversion, superimposition of noise

digital imager.
20. A computer readable medium containing a program for
controlling a general purpose processor to perform the

from a source other than the electronic imager, and subtotal

digital noise subtraction.
8. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said analyZ
ing step comprises extracting an intrinsic imager noise from a
plurality of electronic images derived from one digital
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imager.
9. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the
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step of separating an inferred noise pattern from an inferred

image pattern of the digital image.

method of claim 1.
21. The apparatus according to claim 11, Wherein the at
least tWo digital images are obtained under at least partially

different illumination conditions of the electronic imager.
22. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the at least
tWo digital images are obtained under partially different illu
mination conditions of the electronic imager.
23. A method for determining Whether a plurality of dif

10. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said analyZ

ferent digital images are derived from the same electronic

ing step comprises correlating a pattern of the digital images.

imager, comprising analyZing a plurality of different digital

11. Apparatus for determining Whether a plurality of dif
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images to determine Whether an intrinsic imager noise pattern

ferent digital images are derived from the same electronic

comprising imager noise under varying states of illumination

imager, comprising an input for receiving the plurality of

represented therein is consistent With an intrinsic imager
noise pattern attributable to the same electronic imager, and
outputting an indicia of that determined consistency.

different digital images to be analyZed, a processor for ana

lyZing the plurality of different digital images to determine
Whether an intrinsic imager noise pattern represented therein
is consistent With an intrinsic imager noise pattern attribut
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